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stanidard which the first volume led us to
expect. It is an eminenitly readable book
and the maini theme is a comparison
betweeni the behaviour of epidemics as seen
in and from London durinig the past forty
years and the " corresponding happeninigs"
in the time of Sydenham. The Chadwick
Lectures appear to be the foundation for the
author's thesis. The whole book is of
enitranicinlg interest and especially the chapter
in which the author points out the tr-uth of
Sydenham's " Epidemic Con-stitutions " as
applied to modern thought. He instances
this by a reference to epidemics of influenza
pointing out at the same time the protean
nature of this disease and the epidemiological
relationship of epidemic influenza witlh such
diseases as cerebrospinal fever, poliomyeliti-s
and encephalitis lethargica, as it were a
mixed infectioni. This interesting theme is
well described in anl extract from the book
itself where the author writes as follows:
"From the epidemLological side there has
beeni for many years a growinig recognition
of the folly of hailing as .' new diseases
wi'despread epidemic prevalences coIn-
currently developed in various parts of the
wvorld; of laying stress in one country uponI
their sweating character, in other countr-ies
upon their proclivity for attackinig the brain
and spinial cord, or luings or gastro-initestinial
tract, mor-e exceptionally (ancd notably in
tropical countries) uponl maniifestations of
skin eruptions anid so forth; for the very
.simultaneity of these aberrant occurrenices
suggested the probability that the variously
described 'new diseases' stood in close
relationship one with another."

It is difficult to criticise a book which, to
the reader, appears to be all good ; it may
suffice to express the present writer's ownl
personal enijoyment in having read it and to
commend it to his fellows.

Like all the other volumes of this series,
edited by Drs. Crookshank and Cruichet, the
present volume will appear in French anid
English simultanieously, and in this is the
great and lasting merit of the conception.

A TEXT BOOK OF MEDICINE. Edited
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Ediniburgh: E. and S. Livingstonie.
1929. Pp. 976. Price 22s. 6d.

Iln this book the authors have tried to
present to the student and practitioner the
essentials of medicine briefly and concisely
yet more fully than in an ordinary synopsis
of medicine. Whilst Dr. Conybeare has
himself unidertaken the bulk of the work, he
has beeni assisted by nine collaborators, wlho
have written certaini sections o(n subjects on
which they have special knowledge.
The first part dealinig with infectious

diseases is certainly complete, for it includes
such conditions as deniguie, Malta fever and
yaws. A page and a half are devoted to
both leprosy and plague. All forms of
tuberculosis are described under the heading
of infectious diseases, some fifty pages are
allotted to it and the section is well and
clearly written. It is useful to have all the
varieties of tuberculosis discussed in one
section and the material is well arranged.

There is a good section dealing with
diseases of infanits and the modern theories of
causationi and views of treatment should be
of great value to the student.

In the preface the author announces his
desire to keep the volume of reasonable bulk
and for that reasonl detailed descriptions of
laboratory tests are not included. There
are, however, very good accounts of
modern tests for renal function, and liver
efficiency tests are briefly mentioned as
are other modern methods such as blood-
grouping, &c.

There is anl excellent section on diseases
of the skin, concluding with a list of useful
preparations for different skin conditions.
A brief appendix deals withl examinatioin foI
life insurance and the book concludes with
a comprehensive index.
On the whhole the book is up to date,

-clearly written anid concise, and it shouild
prove of value to the student not only for
examination purposes, but as a book of
referenice.
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